
ADVANCED RIDERS NORTH YORKSHIRE

Training Guidelines during Coronavirus restrictions - Updated 12th September 2020 Associate Tutor

1 Is your health ok for training, have there been any recent events which may affect your ride
and do you know of any reason why you should be self-isolating?

2 Share I.C.E. numbers before training.

3 NOTE: From Saturday 19th September ARNY Saturday Training will start from Vue Cinema York
Cifton Moor centre, Stirling Road, York, YO30 4XY.Arrive from 09.30hrs and no later than 10.00hrs. 

Respect current social distancing requirements.
Local training maybe an alternative to reduce numbers at the Vue.
Training pairings may leave at staggered times depending on attendance numbers.

4 At the initial ride briefing the Associate should make his Training Record available to the 
Tutor and place this open on the relevant page either on his bike seat or as advised by the  
tutor. The tutor is not to touch this booklet to avoid any cross-contamination.

5 Ensure any stops during the training ride are safe and allow social distancing between 
the Associate and Tutor and allow pedestrians clear pavement access. 

6 Agree a suitable end destination with enough space for social distancing and bike parking. 
Consider weather protection if necessary. Consider any available refreshment + toilet provision.
Group end locations are not considered appropriate until further notice.

7 Carry out the ride de-brief ensuring social distancing. The Tutor should, if possible, dictate
his training comments to the Associate who is responsible for filling in his Training Record.
It is preferable that the tutor does give his comments on the assessed ride at the end of the 
training session rather than later by email as this discussion forms an important part of the 
ride de-brief and informs subsequent training rides.

8 Maintain social distancing of two meters if possible. From 24 July Government Guidelines 
encourage you to wear a face covering in enclosed public spaces if this cannot be achieved.

9 Try to avoid speaking directly facing another, rather position to the side when speaking.

10 Be aware that café and other refreshment facilities may still be limited at some end destinations.
Please bring a drink, dehydration results in loss of concentration, and a snack if necessary.

11 Try to minimise the contact time to reduce risk of transmission and viral load.

12 Offer Zoom call for further feedback and discussion to the Associate if necessary.

13 The training process described above should ensure no direct contact between tutor and 
associate with the required social distancing maintained. This removes the need for PPE.
However, it is appreciated that tutors or associates may wish to carry and use their own PPE
such as hand sanitiser, face coverings and nitrile gloves. Government advice on this matter
may change but the use of personal PPE is in addition to the process outlined above.

14 Be mindful that at Café's there will be other people who may not social distance, be alert to this
Masks should be worn if under the two metre rules, WHO guidelines available.

15 If a member is in a Local Lockdown area please respect rules and do not train.
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Training Date:
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